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STR -1STRENGTH 8
DEX +5DEXTERITY 20
CON +1CONSTITUTION 13
INT +3INTELLIGENCE 16
WIS 0WISDOM 11
CHA -2CHARISMA 6

+1(CONSTITUTION) =FORTITUDE +1

+5(DEXTERITY) +2=REFLEX +7

(WISDOM) =WILL +0
Energy Resistance, Cold (5) Energy Resistance, Fire (5)

Energy Resistance, Electricity (5)

Crit: 19-20/×2
Rng: 10'

Light, P/S

Main hand: +5, 1d4-1
Dagger

Ranged: +5, 1d4-1

+2 Max Dex: +6, Armor Check: -
Spell Fail: 10%, Light

Leather armor

17 +2 +5=
10 1215

AC
Armor DeflecDex Dodge

Flat-Footed AC

MiscNaturShield Size

Touch AC

Total

Ability Modifier TemporaryScore

Chaotic Neutral Outsider (Native); Atheist; Age: 34 ; Height:
5' 4" ; Weight: 140 lb.

Tiefling unchained rogue 1 - CR 1/2

-1 -= ---1

14 - +5= 10 --1

CM Bonus
BAB MiscSizeStrength

CM Defense
BAB Dexterity SizeStrength

Mouse

+0 10

+5

Base Attack HP
Damage / Current HP

Initiative

Speed 30 ft

AbilityBase MiscSaving Throw NotesResist TempTotal

TempSkill Name RanksTotal Ability

Acrobatics 1+9 DEX (5)
Appraise 1+7 INT (3)
Bluff -+0 CHA (-2)
Climb --1 STR (-1)

Diplomacy --4 CHA (-2)
Disable Device 1+10 DEX (5)

Disguise --2 CHA (-2)
Escape Artist 1+9 DEX (5)
Fly -+5 DEX (5)

Heal -+0 WIS (0)
Intimidate --2 CHA (-2)
Knowledge (dungeoneering) 1+7 INT (3)
Knowledge (local) 1+7 INT (3)

Trapfinding: +1 to locate traps
Perception 1+5 WIS (0)

Ride -+5 DEX (5)
Sense Motive -+0 WIS (0)
Sleight of Hand 1+9 DEX (5)
Stealth 1+11 DEX (5)

Survival -+0 WIS (0)
Swim 1+3 STR (-1)

Use Magic Device 1+10 INT (3)

Feats
Armor Proficiency (Light)
Rogue Weapon Proficiencies
Simple Weapon Proficiency - All
Skill Focus (Use Magic Device)
Weapon Finesse

Traits
Pragmatic Activator
Seeker
Skillful (1/day)

Drawbacks
Anxious

Special Abilities
Darkvision (60 feet)
Pass for Human
Sneak Attack (Unchained) +1d6
Trapfinding +1
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Experience & Wealth
Experience Points: 0/2,000
Current Cash: 38 gp

Total Weight Carried: 18.8/80 lbs, Light Load
(Light: 26 lbs, Medium: 53 lbs, Heavy: 80 lbs)

Gear

Artisan's outfit (Free) -
Dagger 1 lb
Leather armor 15 lbs
Money 0.76 lbs
Thieves' tools, masterwork 2 lbs

Tracked Resources
Dagger
Skillful (1/day)

Languages
Common Dwarven
Draconic Elven

Sourcebooks Used
• Advanced Race Guide / Bestiary / Blood of Fiends /

Inner Sea Races - Tiefling (race)
• Blood of Fiends / Council of Thieves - +2 WIS (race

option)
• Inner Sea Races - Pass for Human (alternate racial trait)
• Quests & Campaigns - Anxious (???)
• Ruins of Azlant - Skillful (trait)
• Ultimate Campaign - Pragmatic Activator (trait); Seeker

(trait)
• Unchained Classes - Rogue (Unchained) (class)
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Choose a skill. You are particularly adept at that skill.

Benefit : You get a +3 bonus on all checks involving the chosen
skill. If you have 10 or more ranks in that skill, this bonus increases
to +6.

Special : You can gain this feat multiple times. Its effects do not
stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies to a new skill.

Appears In : Not Consolidated Skills

Skill Focus (Use Magic Device) Feat

You are trained in using your agility in melee combat, as opposed
to brute strength.

Benefit : With a light weapon, rapier, whip, or spiked chain made
for a creature of your size category, you may use your Dexterity
modifier instead of your Strength modifier on attack rolls. If you
carry a shield, its armor check penalty applies to your attack rolls.

Special : Natural weapons are considered light weapons.

Weapon Finesse Feat

While some figure out how to use magical devices with stubborn
resolve, your approach is more pragmatic. You may use your
Intelligence modifier when making Use Magic Device checks instead
of your Charisma modifier.

Appears In : Ultimate Campaign

Pragmatic Activator Trait

You are always on the lookout for reward and danger. You gain a
+1 trait bonus on Perception checks, and Perception is always a
class skill for you.

Appears In : Ultimate Campaign

Seeker Trait

You've always been interested in a wide array of things, and
growing up you've spent time honing some of these talents, which
has helped you in life. Some have attributed your successes to
luck, but others have recognized what you truly haveâ€”skill. This
interest in and practice of a diverse array of skills and abilities has
served you well in a number of different jobs, and following in your
varied interests you learned of the expedition to the ruins of Azlant.
After your application, the Bountiful Venture Company selected you
for the expedition because your skillful approach to matters would
be helpful for a growing colony.

Once per day when you fail an Acrobatics, Climb, Spellcraft,
Stealth, or Use Magic Device check, you can immediately reroll that
check as a free action. You must take the second result, even if it's
worse.

Appears In : Ruins of Azlant

Skillful (1/day) Trait

A creature with darkvision can see in total darkness, usually to a
range of 60 feet. Within this range the creature can see as clearly
as a sighted creature could see in an area of bright light.
Darkvision is black and white only but otherwise like normal sight.

Darkvision (60 feet) Racial Ability,Senses (Outsider)

You have the specified Energy Resistance against Cold attacks.
Energy Resistance, Cold (5) Unknown

You have the specified Energy Resistance against Electricity
attacks.

Energy Resistance, Electricity (5) Unknown

You have the specified Energy Resistance against Fire attacks.
Energy Resistance, Fire (5) Unknown

Discrimination against tieflings with horrifically fiendish features is so
intense that even tieflings look up to those precious few of their
kind who can pass as human. These tieflings have otherworldly
features that are so subtle, they aren't often noticed unless the
tiefling points them out (for example, eyes that flash red in the
throes of passion, or fingernails that are naturally hard and
pointed). Such a tiefling doesn't need to succeed at a Disguise
check to appear to be human and count as humanoid (human) as
well as outsider (native) for all purposes (such as humanoid-
affecting spells like charm person or enlarge person ). The tiefling
does not automatically gain his associated outsider language (but
may select it as a bonus language if his Intelligence score is high
enough), and he may not select other racial traits that would grant
him obviously fiendish features (such as the fiendish sprinter, maw
or claw, prehensile tail, scaled skin, or vestigial wings alternate
racial traits listed in the Advanced Race Guide ). This ability alters
the tiefling's type, subtype, and languages.

Appears In : Inner Sea Races

Pass for Human Unknown

If a rogue can catch an opponent when he is unable to defend
himself effectively from her attack, she can strike a vital spot for
extra damage.

The rogue’s attack deals extra damage anytime her target would be
denied a Dexterity bonus to AC (whether the target actually has a
Dexterity bonus or not), or when the rogue flanks her target. This
extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 every 2
rogue levels thereafter. Ranged attacks can count as sneak attacks
only if the target is within 30 feet. This additional damage is
precision damage and is not multiplied on a critical hit.

With a weapon that deals nonlethal damage (such as a sap,
unarmed strike, or whip), a rogue can make a sneak attack that
deals nonlethal damage instead of lethal damage. She cannot use
a weapon that deals lethal damage to deal nonlethal damage in a
sneak attack—not even with the usual –4 penalty.

The rogue must be able to see the target well enough to pick out a
vital spot and must be able to reach such a spot. A rogue cannot
sneak attack while striking a creature with total concealment.

Sneak Attack (Unchained) +1d6 Class Ability (Rogue (Unchained))

A rogue adds 1/2 her level on Perception checks to locate traps
and on Disable Device checks (minimum +1). A rogue can use
Disable Device to disarm magic traps.

Trapfinding +1 Class Ability (Rogue (Unchained))

Unnamed Hero – Abilities & Gear
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Date (game world) : 0000/00/00; Date (real world) : 2018/02/11
XP Reward : 0 XP; Net Cash :

- no notes -

Title - Unnamed Hero (Adventure Journal)


